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Abstra t. Fluted logi is a fragment of rst-order logi without fun tion
symbols in whi h the arguments of atomi subformulae form ordered
sequen es. A onsequen e of this restri tion is that, whereas rst-order
logi is only semi-de idable, uted logi is de idable. In this paper we
present a sound, omplete and terminating inferen e pro edure for uted
logi . Our hara terisation of uted logi is in terms of a new lass of soalled uted lauses. We show that this lass is de idable by an ordering
re nement of rst-order resolution and a new form of dynami renaming,
alled separation.
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Introdu tion

Fluted logi is of interest for a number of reasons. One of our main motivations
for studying uted logi is the ontinuation of the programme of hara terising
rst-order de idability by resolution methods. There are various ways of de ning
de idable fragments of rst-order logi . Fragments onsidered until the sixties
usually involve some form of restri tion on quanti ation. In pre x lasses su h
as the Bernays-S hon nkel lass, the initially extended A kermann lass, the initially extended Godel lass the quanti er pre xes are restri ted, to 9 8 , 9 89
and 9 889. In the guarded and loosely guarded fragments, whi h were introdu ed more re ently, quanti ers are restri ted to onditional quanti ers of the
form 9yG(x; y ) ^ ' or 8yG(x; y ) ! ', where G(x; y) is a guard formula satisfying ertain restri tions (G(x; y ) is an atom in the ase of the guarded fragment).
In Maslov's lass K (more pre isely, in the dual lass K ) there is a restri tion
on universal quanti ation. Other de idable lasses su h as the monadi lass
and FO2 are de ned over predi ate symbols with bounded arity. By ontrast,
the restri tion of rst-order logi whi h ensures de idability for uted logi is
an ordering on variables and arguments. With the ex eption of uted logi , the
mentioned logi s have been studied in the ontext of resolution and superposition, see for example Joyner [18℄, Fermuller, Leits h, et al. [5, 6℄, Ba hmair,
Ganzinger and Waldmann [3℄, de Nivelle [4℄, Ganzinger and de Nivelle [7℄, Hustadt and S hmidt [15℄.
Another reason for our interest in uted logi is the relationship to nonlassi al logi s. Extended modal logi s and expressive des ription logi s play an

in reasingly important role in various areas of omputer s ien e. Fluted logi
may be viewed as a generalisation of modal logi , just as the guarded fragments
an. The properties uted logi is known to share with modal logi s are deidability and the nite model property [21, 22, 24℄. From a modal perspe tive
an advantage of uted logi over the guarded fragment is that relational atoms
may be negated. This means that logi s su h as Boolean modal logi [8℄ and
other enri hed modal logi s [9, 12, 13℄, as well as expressive des ription logi s
like ALB (without onverse) [16℄, whi h annot be embedded in the guarded
fragment, an be embedded in uted logi . Interestingly, translations of propositional modal formulae by both the relational translation and a variation of the
fun tional translation (des ribed and used in [11, 14℄) are uted formulae. This
raises the question whether the results of Ohlba h and S hmidt [19, 26℄ an be
generalised to uted logi . The answer to this question is negative, though. Already the use of the quanti er ex hange operator, whi h swaps existential and
universal quanti ers in a non-standard fashion [19℄, leads to loss of soundness. A
ounter example is the relational translation of the se ond formula in the lass
of bran hing K -formulae, de ned in [10, Prop. 6.5℄.
Histori ally, uted logi arose as a byprodu t of the predi ate fun tor logi
introdu ed by Quine [25℄. Adding various ombinatory operators to uted logi
de nes a latti e of uted logi s, in whi h uted logi is the weakest logi and
rst-order logi with equality is the most expressive logi . (The ombinatory
operators are equality, binary onverse, permutation of arguments, addition of
va uous arguments, fusions of arguments, and omposition of binary atoms.) In
a series of papers [21, 22, 24℄ Purdy studies the de ision problem of uted logi s
in this latti e, and establishes the limit of de idability to be the boundary of
the ideal generated the uted logi with binary onverse and equality [24℄. This
logi is the most expressive de idable logi in the latti e of uted logi s. In [23℄
Purdy des ribes an appli ation in omputational linguisti s of uted logi s for
modelling ordinary English.
In this paper we hara terise uted logi by a new lass of lauses, alled
the lass of uted lauses. We present a de ision pro edure for this lass whi h
is based on an ordering re nement of resolution and an additional separation
rule. This is a new inferen e rule whi h does dynami renaming. It repla es
a lause C _ D by two lauses :A _ C and A _ D, where A is an atom
with a newly introdu ed predi ate symbol. The rule is sound, in general, and
resolution extended by this rule remains omplete, if for any set N of lauses
the number of appli ations of separation in any derivation from N is nitely
bounded. Separation is essential for our de ision pro edure, sin e it allows us to
transform ertain problemati uted lauses into so- alled strongly uted lauses.
A strongly uted lause is a uted lause that ontains a literals whi h in ludes
all the variables of the lause. When inferen e is restri ted to su h literals (i) the
number of variables in any derivable lause is nitely bounded, in parti ular, the
number of variables does not ex eed the number of variables in the original lause
set. To show termination, it is usually suÆ ient [18℄ to show in addition that
(ii) there is a bound on the depth of terms o urring in derived lauses. Be ause
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separation introdu es new predi ate names during the derivation, in our ase we
also need to show that (iii) there is a bound on the number of appli ations of
the separation rule. Exhibiting (ii) and (iii), along with verifying the dedu tive
losure of the lass of (strongly) uted lauses are the most diÆ ult parts of the
termination proof. The diÆ ulty an be attributed to the fa t that the depth
of terms an grow during the derivation, as is the ase for some other solvable
lausal lasses, for example, those asso iated with Maslov's lass K [5, 14℄.
The paper is organised as follows. Fluted logi is de ned in Se tion 2. Se tion 3 gives a brief des ription of the general ordered resolution al ulus. The
lass of uted lauses is de ned in Se tion 4. In Se tion 5 we spe ify how uted
formulae an be translated into sets of uted lauses. The new separation rule
is de ned in Se tion 6. In Se tion 7 we de ne an ordering re nement and prove
termination. We on lude with some remarks about the omplexity of the lass.
Be ause of the spa e limitations all proofs had to be omitted, but an be found
in [17℄.
Throughout, our notational onvention is the following: x; y; z are the letters
reserved for rst-order variables, s; t; u; v for terms, a; b for onstants, f; g; h for
fun tion symbols, and p; q; r; P; Q; R for predi ate symbols. The Greek letters
'; ;  are reserved for formulae. A is the letter reserved for atoms, L for literals,
and C; D for lauses. For sets of lauses we use the letter N .

2

Fluted Logi

Let

P

Xm = fx1 ; : : : ; xm g be an
uted formula of P over Xi is an n-ary
n + 1 and n  i. Fluted formulae are de ned

be a nite set of predi ate symbols and let

ordered set of variables. An atomi

atom P (xl ; : : : ; xi ), with l = i
indu tively as follows:
1. Any atomi uted formula over Xi is a uted formula over Xi .
2. 9xi+1 ' and 8xi+1 ' are uted formulae over Xi , if ' is a uted formula over
Xi+1 .
3. Any Boolean ombination of uted formulae over Xi is a uted formula over
Xi . That is, ' ! , :', ' ^ , et etera, are uted formulae over Xi , if both
' and are.
By de nition, for any formula ', if there is a variable renaming h su h that h(')
is a uted formula a ording to the above de nition then ' is a uted formula.
In this paper the assumption is that all uted formulae are losed.
The semanti s of uted logi is de ned like the semanti s of rst-order logi .
Three examples of uted formulae from a linguisti or knowledge representation setting are the following. (mwm is short for `married ouple all of whose
hildren are married'.)
8x1 ( heese-eater(x1 ) $ 9x2 ( heese(x2 ) ^ eats(x1 ; x2 )))
8x1 ( heese-lover(x1 ) $ 8x2 ( heese(x2 ) ! (eats(x1 ; x2 ) ^ likes(x1 ; x2 ))))
8x1 x2 (mwm (x1 ; x2 ) $ (married(x1 ; x2 ) ^
8x3(have- hild(x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) ! 9x4 married(x3 ; x4 ))))
3

The rst formula an be expressed by a multi-modal formula, while the se ond
an only be expressed in a modal logi with an enri hed language like Boolean
modal logi or des ription logi s with role negation. Be ause guards may only
have a ertain polarity the se ond formula does not belong to the guarded or
loosely guarded fragments. The third formula is also not guarded and does not
belong to Maslov's lass K either. On the other hand, the formulae

8x1 x2 (married(x1 ; x2 ) ^ 8x3 (is- hild(x3 ; x1 ; x2 ) ! do tor(x3 ))))
8x1 x2 (married(x1 ; x2 ) ^ 9x3 (have- hild(x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) ! 9x4 married(x4 ; x3 )))
8x1 x2 x3 (an estor(x1 ; x2 ) ^ an estor(x2 ; x3 )) ! an estor(x1 ; x3 )

are not uted formulae, be ause in all instan es the ordering of the arguments
is violated in some atom.

3

Resolution

The usual de nition of lausal logi is assumed. A literal is an atom or the
negation of an atom. The former is said to be a positive literal and the latter a
negative literal. In this paper lauses are assumed to be multisets of literals, and
will be denoted by P (x) _ P (x) _ :R(x; y ), for example. The omponents in
the variable partition of a lause are alled variable-disjoint or split omponents,
that is, split omponents do not share variables. A lause whi h annot be split
further will be alled a maximally split lause. The ondensation ond(C ) of a
lause C is a minimal sub lause of C whi h is a fa tor of C . We take equality
of lauses (or formulae) to be equality modulo variable renaming. Two lauses
(or formulae) that are equal modulo variable renaming are said to be variants
of ea h other.
We say an expression is fun tional if it ontains a onstant or a non-nullary
fun tion symbol. Otherwise it is alled non-fun tional. An expression is shallow
if it does not ontain a non- onstant fun tional term. The set of variables of an
expression E will be denoted by var(E ).
Next, we brie y re all the de nition of ordered resolution from Ba hmair and
Ganzinger [1, 2℄. Derivations are ontrolled through an admissible ordering .
In the full al ulus a se ond parameter, a sele tion fun tion, may be used, but
for the results of this paper it is not essential.
By de nition, an ordering  is admissible, if (i) it is a total well-founded
ordering on the set of ground literals, (ii) for any atoms A and B , it satis es:
:A  A, and B  A implies B  :A, and (iii) it is stable under the appli ation
of substitutions. (An ordering is said to be liftable if it satis es (iii).) The multiset
extension of  provides an admissible ordering on lauses. A literal L is said to
be (stri tly) maximal with respe t to a lause C if for any literal L0 in C , L0 6 L
(L0 6 L.) A literal in a lause C is said to be eligible if it is maximal with respe t
to C . An ordering is ompatible with a given omplexity measure L on ground
literals, if L  L implies L  L0 for any two ground literals L and L0 .
Let R be the resolution al ulus de ned by the rules of Figure 1. The ompleteness proof san tions a global notion of redundan y, with whi h additional
0
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Dedu e:

Delete:

Split:

N
N [ f ond(C )g
N [ fC g
N
N [ fC _ D g
N [ fC g j N [ fD g

if C is a fa tor or resolvent of
premises in N .
if C is redundant.
if C and D are variable-disjoint.

Resolvents and fa tors are omputed with:

C _ A1 :A2 _ D
(C _ D)
provided (i)  is the most general uni er of A1 and A2 , (ii) A1  is stri tly
maximal with respe t to C , and (iii) :A2  is maximal with respe t to D .

Ordered resolution:

C _ A1 _ A2
(C _ A1 )
provided (i)  is the most general uni er of A1 and A2 , and (ii) A1  is
maximal with respe t to C .
Ordered fa toring:

Fig. 1.

The al ulus R

don't- are non-deterministi simpli ation and deletion rules an be supported.
Essentially, a ground lause is redundant in a set N with respe t to the ordering
 if it follows from smaller instan es of lauses in N , and a non-ground lause
is redundant in N if all its ground instan es are redundant in N . For example,
any tautologous lause is redundant.
A (theorem proving ) derivation from a set N of lauses is a nitely bran hing
tree with root N onstru ted by appli ations of the expansion rules.
S A derivation
T is a refutation if for every path N (= N0 ); N1 ; : : : ; the lause set j Nj ontains
the empty lause. A derivation T from N S
is Talled fair if for any path N (=
N0 ); N1 ; : : : in the tree T , with limit N1 = j kj Nk , it is the ase that ea h
lause C that an be dedu ed from non-redundant premises in N1 is ontained
in some set Nj .
Theorem 1 ([3℄). Let N be a set of lauses and let T be a fair R-derivation
from N (up to redundan y).
S Then, N is unsatis able i for every path N (=
N0 ); N1 ; : : : , the lause set j Nj ontains the empty lause.

It should be noted that inferen es with ineligible literals are not forbidden,
but are provably redundant. In other words, only inferen es with eligible literals
need to be performed for soundness and ompleteness.
Stri tly, the \Split" rule is inessential for the results of this paper, though
it may have some omputational advantages (we omment on this in the nal
se tion). However, the in lusion of splitting allows for a more on ise presentation
of uted lauses.
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4

Fluted Clauses

This se tion introdu es the lass of uted lauses into whi h uted formulae
an be translated. Without loss of generality we onsider only maximally split
lauses.
In uted lauses the arguments of literals have a hara teristi form whi h
will be des ribed with the help of a sequen e notation. (ui ) will denote a nite, possibly empty, sequen e (ui ; ui+1 ; : : : ; um ) of terms. In this paper unless
spe i ed otherwise ea h non-empty sequen e (ui ) is assumed to end with um .
Thus, the sequen es (u1 ); (u2 ); : : : ; (um ) are linearly ordered by (the onverse
of) the `is a proper suÆx of' relationship. Note that (um ) = um . Given that
(ui ) = (ui ; : : : ; um ),
(ui ; t)
f (ui )
P (ui )
C (ui )

will denote the sequen e (ui ; : : : ; um ; t);
will denote the term f (ui ; : : : ; um );
will denote the atom P (ui ; : : : ; um );
will denote a (possibly empty) lause of literals
of the form (:)P (ui ).

If (ui ) is the empty sequen e then f (ui ), P (ui ) and C (ui ) respe tively denote
a onstant, a propositional literal and a (possibly empty) propositional lause.
(ui ) is said to be the argument sequen e of f (ui ), P (ui ) and C (ui ). A sequen e
with n elements will be alled an n-sequen e.
Assume m is a non-negative integer, and Xm = fx1 ; : : : ; xm g is a set of m
ordered variables. We refer to a sequen e of terms u = (u1 ; : : : ; un ) as a uted
sequen e over Xm , if the following onditions are all satis ed: (i) n > m, (ii) u1 =
x1 ; : : : ; um = xm , (iii) the number of variables o urring in (um+1 ; : : : ; un) is
m, and (iv) for every k with m < k  n, there is an i with 1  i < k su h that
uk = f (ui ; : : : ; uk 1 ) for some fun tion symbol f . The sequen e (x1 ; : : : ; xm )
will be alled the variable pre x of u. Examples of uted sequen es are:
(a); a uted sequen e over X0 = ;;
(x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; f (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ));
(x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; f (x2 ; x3 ); g (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; f (x2 ; x3 ));
(x1 ; x2 ; f (x1 ; x2 ); g (f (x1 ; x2 )); h(x2 ; f (x1 ; x2 ); g (f (x1 ; x2 )))):
However, (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; f (x2 ; x3 )) is not a uted sequen e, as ondition (iii) is violated.
By de nition, a lause C is a uted lause over Xm if one of the following
holds.
(FL0)
(FL1)

C is a (possibly empty) propositional lause.
C is not empty, var(C ) = Xm , and for any literal L in C , there is
some i where 1  i  m su h that the argument sequen e of L is
(xi ; xi+1 ; : : : ; xm ).
6

C is fun tional and not empty, var(C ) = Xm , and for any literal L in C the
argument sequen e of L is either (xi ; xi+1 ; : : : ; xm ) or (uj ; uj +1 ; : : : ; un ),
where 1  i  m and (uj ; uj +1 ; : : : ; un ) is a suÆx of some uted sequen e
u = (u1 ; : : : ; un ) over fxk ; : : : ; xm g, for some k with 1  k  m. u
will be referred to as the uted sequen e asso iated with L. (By 4. of
Lemma 1 below there an be just one uted sequen e asso iated with a
given literal.)
(FL3) C is not empty, var(C ) = Xm+1 , and for any literal L in C , the argument
sequen e of L is either (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xm ) or (xi ; : : : ; xm ; xm+1 ), where 1 
i  m.

(FL2)

A uted lause will be alled a strongly uted lause if it is either ground or has
a literal whi h ontains all the variables of the lause.
It may be helpful to onsider some examples. The lause

P (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; x4 ; x5 ) _ Q(x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; x4 ; x5 ) _ :R(x4 ; x5 ) _ S (x5 ):
satis es the s heme (FL1), and is de ned over ve variables. Examples of uted
lauses of type (FL3) whi h are de ned over two (!) variables are:

Q(x1 ; x2 ) _ :P (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) _ :R(x2 ; x3 ) _ S (x3 )
Q(x1 ; x2 ) _ :R(x2 ; x3 ) _ S (x3 )
The following are uted lauses of type (FL2), where (x1 ) = (x1 ; : : : ; x4 ).
R(x2 ; f (x1 ; x2 )) _ S (f (x1 ; x2 ))
Q(x1 ; x2 ) _ R(x2 ) _ P (x1 ; x2 ; f (x1 ; x2 )) _ R(x2 ; f (x1 ; x2 )) _ S (f (x1 ; x2 ))
Q(x3 ; x4 ) _ R(x4 ) _ P (x4 ; g(x1 ); f (x4 ; g(x1 ))) _ R(f (x4 ; g(x1 )))
Q(x1 ) _ P (f (x1 ; h(x1 )); g(x1 ; h(x1 ); f (x1 ; h(x1 )))
_ R(x4 ; h(x1 ); g0 (x4 ; h(x1 )))
A few remarks are in order. First, the non-fun tional sub lause of a (FL2)lause will be denoted by r. Note that r satis es (FL1), in other words, lauses
of the form (FL1) are building blo ks of (FL2)- lauses. Se ond, lauses of the
form (FL3) are de ned to be uted lauses over m variables, even though they
ontain m + 1 variables. This may seem a bit strange, but this de nition ensures
a dire t asso iation of uted formulae over m variables to uted lauses over m
variables. Third, no uted lause an simultaneously satisfy any two of (FL0),
(FL1), (FL2) and (FL3). Fourth, using the previously introdu ed notation a
s hemati des ription of the non-propositional shallow lauses (FL1) and (FL3)
is:

C (x1 ) _ C (x2 ) _ : : : _ C (xm ) (= r)
C (x1 ) _ C (x1 ; xm+1 ) _ C (x2 ; xm+1 ) _ : : : _ C (xm ; xm+1 ) _ C (xm+1 )
Fifth, strongly uted lauses have spe ial signi an e in onne tion with termination of resolution, parti ularly with respe t to the existen e of a bound on the
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number of variables in any lause. Under the re nement we will use the eligible
literals are literals whi h ontain all the variables of the lause. So, the number
of variables in resolvents of strongly uted premises will always be less than or
equal to the number of variables in any of the parent lauses.
The next results give some properties of uted sequen es and strongly uted
lauses.
Lemma 1.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Let u be a uted sequen e over Xm . Then:

There is an element uk of u su h that uk = f (u1 ; : : : ; uk 1 ), for some f .
If un is last element of u then var(un ) = Xm .
u is uniquely determined by its last element.
If (uj ; uj+1 ; : : : ; un ) is a suÆx of u then (u1 ; : : : ; uj 1 ) is uniquely determined by (uj ; uj+1 ; : : : ; un ).
By the de nition of (FL2)- lauses:

Lemma 2. Let L be any literal of a (FL2)- lause de ned over Xm . Then, all
o urren es of variable sequen es in L are suÆxes of (x1 ; : : : ; xm ).
Lemma 3. Let C be a uted lause over m variables. C is strongly uted i
1. C satis es exa tly one of the onditions (FL0), (FL1), (FL2), or 2. C satis es
ondition (FL3), and it ontains a literal with m + 1 variables.

In other words, with the ex eption of ertain (FL3)- lauses all uted lauses
in lude at least one literal whi h ontains all the variables of the lause.

5

From Fluted Formulae to Fluted Clauses

Our transformation of uted formulae into lausal form employs a standard
renaming te hnique, known as stru tural transformation or renaming, see for
example [20℄. For any rst-order formula ', the de nitional form obtained by
introdu ing new names for subformulae at positions in  will be denoted by
Def  (').

Let ' be a rst-order formula. For any subset  of the set of
positions of ', 1. ' is satis able i Def  (') is satis able, and 2. Def  (') an
be omputed in polynomial time.
Theorem 2.

In this paper we assume the lausal form of a rst-order formula ', written Cls('), is omputed by transformation into onjun tive normal form, outer
Skolemisation, and lausifying the Skolemised formula.
By introdu ing new literals for ea h non-literal subformula position, any given
uted formula an be transformed into a set of strongly uted lauses.
Lemma 4. Let ' be any uted formula. If  ontains all non-literal subformula
positions of ' then ClsDef  (') is a set of strongly uted lauses (provided the
newly introdu ed literals have the form (:)Q (xi )).
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Transforming any given uted formula into a set of uted lauses requires
the introdu tion of new symbols for all quanti ed subformulae.1

Let ' be any uted formula over m ordered variables. If  ontains
at least the positions of any subformulae 9xi+1 , 8xi+1 , then ClsDef  (') is a
set of uted lauses (again, provided the new literals have the form (:)Q (xi )).
Lemma 5.

6

Separation

The motivation for introdu ing separation is that the lass of uted lauses
is not losed under resolution. In parti ular, resolvents of non-strongly uted
(FL3)- lauses are not always uted and an ause (potentially) unbounded variable haining a ross literals. This is illustrated by onsidering resolution between
P1 (x1 ; x2 ) _ Q1 (x2 ; x3 ) _ R(x2 ; x3 ) and :R(x1 ; x2 ) _ P2 (x1 ; x2 ) _ Q2 (x2 ; x3 ),
whi h produ es the resolvent P1 (x1 ; x2 ) _ Q1 (x2 ; x3 ) _ P2 (x2 ; x3 ) _ Q2 (x3 ; x4 ).
We note that it ontains four variables, whereas the premises ea h ontain only
three variables. The lass of strongly uted lauses is also not losed under resolution. Fortunately, however, inferen es with two strongly uted lauses always
produ e uted lauses, and non-strongly uted lauses are what we all separable
and an be restored to strongly uted lauses.
Consider the resolvent C = P (x1 ; x2 ) _ P (x2 ; x3 ) of the strongly uted
lauses P (x1 ; x2 ) _ R(x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) and :R(x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) _ P (x2 ; x3 ). C is a uted
lause of type (FL3), but it is not strongly uted, as none of its literals ontains
all the variables of the lause. Consequently, the literals are in omparable under
an admissible ordering (in parti ular, a liftable ordering), be ause the literals
have a ommon instan e, for example C fx1 7! a; x2 7! a; x3 7! ag = P (a; a) _
P (a; a). The ` ulprits' are the variables x1 and x3 . Be ause they do not o ur
together in any literal, C an be separated and repla ed by the following two
lauses, where q is a new predi ate symbol.

:q(x2 ) _ P (x1 ; x2 )
q(x2 ) _ P (x2 ; x3 )
The rst lause is of type (FL1) (and thus strongly uted) and the se ond is a
strongly uted lause of type (FL3).
In the remainder of this se tion we will formally de ne separation and onsider under whi h ir umstan es soundness and ompleteness hold. In the next
se tion we will show how separation an be used to stay within the lass of uted
lauses.
Let C be an arbitrary (not ne essarily uted) lause. C is separable if it an
be partitioned into two non-empty sub lauses D1 and D2 su h that var(D1 ) 6
1

More generally, it requires at least the introdu tion of new symbols for all positive
o urren es of universally quanti ed subformulae, all negative o urren es of existentially quanti ed subformulae, and all quanti ed subformulae with zero polarity. But
then inner Skolemisation needs to be used, rst Skolemising the deepest existential
formulae.
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var(D2 ) and var(D2 ) 6 var(D1 ). For example, the lauses P (x1 ; x2 ) _ Q(x2 ; x3 )
and P (x1 ) _ Q(x2 ) are separable, but P (x1 ; x2 ) _ Q and P (x1 ; x2 ) _ Q(x2 ; x3 ) _
R(x1 ; x3 ) are not. (The last lause is not uted.)
Theorem 3. Let C _ D be a separable lause su h that var(C ) 6 var(D),
var(D) 6 var(C ), and var(C ) \ var(D) = fx1 ; : : : ; xn g for n  0. Let q be a

fresh predi ate symbol with arity n (q does not o ur in N ). Then, N [ fC _ Dg
is satis able i N [ f:q(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) _ C; q(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) _ Dg is satis able.
On the basis of this theorem we an de ne the following repla ement rule:

N [ fC _ Dg
N [ f:q(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) _ C; q(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) _ Dg
provided (i) C _ D is separable su h that var(C ) 6 var(D) and
var(D) 6 var(C ), (ii) var(C ) \ var(D) = fx1 ; : : : ; xn g for n  0,
and (iii) q does not o ur in N , C or D.
C and D will be referred to as the separation omponents of C _ D.
Lemma 6. The repla ements of a separable lause C ea h ontain less variables
than C .
Separate:

Even though it is possible to de ne an ordering under whi h the repla ement
lauses are stri tly smaller than the original lause, and onsequently, C _ D is
redundant in N [ f:q (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) _ C; q (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) _ Dg, in general, \Separate" is not a simpli ation rule in the sense of Ba hmair-Ganzinger. Nevertheless, we an prove the following.

Let Rsep denote the extension of R with the separation inferen e
rule. Let N be a set of lauses and let T be a fair Rsep-derivation from N su h that
separation is applied only nitely often in any path of S
T . Then N is unsatis able
i for every path N (= N0 ); N1 ; : : : , the lause set j Nj ontains the empty
lause.
More generally, this theorem holds also if Rsep is based on ordered resolution
Theorem 4.

(or superposition) with sele tion.
By Lemma 3 separable uted lauses have the form

(1)
C (x1 ) _ C (xi ; xm+1 ) _ : : : _ C (xm ; xm+1 ) _ C (xm+1 );
where (x1 ) is a non-empty m-sequen e, C (x1 ) is not empty, and i is the smallest
integer 1 < i  m su h that C (xi ; xm+1 ) is not empty.

Let sep be a mapping from separable uted lauses of the form (1) to sets of
lauses de ned by

sep(C ) = f:q (xi ) _ C (x1 );
q(xi ) _ C (xi ; xm+1 ) _ : : : _ C (xm ; xm+1 ) _ C (xm+1 )g
where q is a fresh predi ate S
symbol uniquely asso iated with C and all its variants. Further, let sep(N ) = fsep(C ) j C 2 N g. For example:
sep(P (x1 ; x2 ) _ Q(x2 ; x3 )) = f:q (x2 ) _ P (x1 ; x2 ); q (x2 ) _ Q(x2 ; x3 )g:
10

The separation of a separable uted lause (1) is a set of strongly
uted lauses.

Lemma 7.

Lemma 8.

linear time.

7

For uted lauses a separation inferen e step an be performed in

Termination

In this se tion we de ne a minimal resolution al ulus Rsep and prove that it
provides a de ision pro edure for uted logi .
The ordering  of Rsep is required to be any admissible ordering ompatible with the following omplexity measure. Let s denote the proper superterm ordering. De ne the omplexity measure of any literal L by L =
(ar(L); max(L); sign(L)), where ar(L) is the arity (of the predi ate symbol) of L,
max(L) is a s -maximal term o urring in L, and sign(L) = 1, if L is negative,
and sign(L) = 0, if L is positive. The ordering on the omplexity measures is
given by the lexi ographi ombination of >, s , and > (where > is the usual
ordering on the non-negative integers).
Let Rsep be any al ulus in whi h (i) derivations are generated by strategies
applying \Delete", \Split", \Separate", namely, N [ fC g=N [ sep(C ), and \Dedu e" in this order, (ii) no appli ation of \Dedu e" with identi al premises and
identi al onsequen e may o ur twi e on the same path in derivations, and (iii)
the ordering is based on , de ned above.
Now we address the question as to whether the lass of uted lauses is losed
under Rsep -inferen es.

A fa tor of a strongly uted lause C is again a strongly uted lause
of the same type as C .

Lemma 9.

In fa t, any (unordered) fa tor of a strongly uted lause C is again a strongly
uted lause of the same type.
The next lemma is the most important te hni al result.

Let C = C 0 _ A1 and D = :A2 _ D0 be (FL2)- lauses. Suppose
A1 and :A2 are eligible literals in C and D, respe tively, and suppose  is the
most general uni er of A1 and A2 . Then:
Lemma 10.

1. C, D and C _ D are (FL2)- lauses.
2. For any fun tional literal L in C _ D, the uted sequen e asso iated
with L is the -instan e of a uted sequen e v asso iated with some literal
L0 in C _ D.
Lemma 11. Let C = C 0 _ A1 and D = :A2 _ D0 be strongly uted lauses.
Suppose A1 and :A2 are eligible literals in C and D, respe tively, and suppose
 is the most general uni er of A1 and A2 . Then C _ D is a strongly uted
lause.
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Lemma 12.

Let C , D and  be as in Lemma 11. Then, jvar(C _ D)j

Lemma 13.

Removing any sub lause from a uted lause produ es a uted

maxfjvar(C )j; jvar(D)jg.

lause.



This annot be said for strongly uted lauses, in parti ular, not for lauses of
the form (FL3). For all other forms the statement is also true for strongly uted
lauses, namely, removing any sub lause from strongly uted lauses produ es
strongly uted lauses. Consequently:
Lemma 14.

uted lause.

The ondensation of any (strongly) uted lause is a (strongly)

The resolvent of any two strongly uted lauses is a strongly uted
lause, or, it is only a uted lause, if one of the premises is a (FL3)- lause.

Lemma 15.

Any maximally split, ondensed and separated fa tor or resolvent
of strongly uted lauses is strongly uted.
This proves that the lass of (strongly) uted lauses is losed under Rsep -

Lemma 16.

resolution with eager appli ation of ondensing, splitting and separation.
In the next three lemmas, N is assumed to be a nite set of uted lauses
(whi h will be transformed into a set of strongly uted lauses during the derivation, see Lemma 7). Our goal is to exhibit the existen e of a term depth bound
of all inferred lauses, as well as the existen e of a bound on the number of
variables o urring in any inferred lause. The latter follows immediately from
Lemmas 6 and 12.

All lauses o urring in an Rsep-derivation from N ontain at most
m + 1 variables, where m is the maximal arity of any predi ate symbol in N .

Lemma 17.

The de nition of uted lauses pla es no restri tion on the level of nesting
of fun tional terms. But:

A bound on the maximal term depth of lauses derived by Rsep
from N is m, where m is the maximal arity of any predi ate symbol in N .

Lemma 18.

Be ause the signature is extended dynami ally during the derivation, it remains to show that separation annot be performed in nitely often.

The number of appli ations of the \Separate"-rule in an Rsepderivation from N is bounded.

Lemma 19.

Now, we an state the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 5. Let ' be any uted formula and N = ClsDef  ('), where Def 
satis es the restri tions of Lemma 5. Then:
1. Any Rsep -derivation from N (up to redundan y) terminates.
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2. ' is unsatis able i the Rsep-saturation (up to redundan y) of N ontains
the empty lause.
The nal theorem gives a rough estimation of an upper bound for the spa e
requirements.

The number of maximally split, ondensed strongly uted lauses
in any Rsep-derivation from N is an O(m)-story exponential, where m is the
maximal arity of any predi ate symbol in N .

Theorem 6.
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Con luding Remarks

Developing a resolution de ision pro edure for uted logi turned out to be
more ompli ated than expe ted. Even though to begin with, lauses are simple
in the sense that no nesting of non-nullary fun tion symbols o urs (Lemma 4),
the lass of uted lauses is rather omplex. It is thus natural to ask whether
there is a less omplex lausal lass whi h orresponds to uted logi . The omplexity of the lass is a result of the ordering we have proposed. This ordering is
unusual as it rst onsiders the arity of a literal, while more onventional ordering re nements rst onsider the depth of a literal. A onventional ordering has
the advantage that term depth growth an be avoided ompletely. This would
indu e a lass of lauses whi h an be des ribed by these s hemes:
propositional lauses

C (x1 ) _ C (x2 ) _ : : : _ C (xm ) (= r)
r _ C (x1 ; f (x1 )) _ C (x2 ; f (x1 )) _ : : : _ C (xm ; f (x1 )) _ C (f (x1 ))
C (x1 ) _ C (x1 ; xm+1 ) _ C (x2 ; xm+1 ) _ : : : _ C (xm ; xm+1 ) _ C (xm+1 )

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The di eren e between this lass and the lass of uted lauses de ned in Se tion 4 is s heme (4). Clauses satisfying s heme (4) are (FL2)- lauses, but not
every (FL2)- lause has the form (4). With separation (on (5)- lauses without an
embra ing literal) it is possible to stay within the on nes of this lass. However,
the danger with the separation rule is that it ould be applied in nitely often. It
is open whether there is a lever way of applying the separation rule so that only
nitely many new predi ate symbols are introdu ed. For uted logi with binary
onverse an example giving rise to an unbounded derivation is the following.

P2 (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) _ P1 (f (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ); x3 )
:P2 (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) _ :P1 (x1 ; x2 ) _ P0 (x2 ; x3 )
:Q1 (x2 ) _ :P1 (x1 ; x2 )
We do not know whether an alternative form of the separation rule ould help.
Noteworthy about uted logi and the proposed method is that, in order to
establish an upper bound on the number of variables in derived lauses, a truly
dynami renaming rule is needed (namely separation). Though renaming is a
13

standard te hnique for transforming formulae into well-behaved lausal lasses,
it is usually applied in advan e, see for example [7, 15℄. From a theoreti al point
of view whenever it is possible to do the renaming transformations as part of
prepro essing, it is sensible to do so. The above example illustrates what ould
go wrong otherwise. It should be added though that there are instan es where
renaming on the y is useful [27℄. For uted logi it is open whether there is a
resolution de ision pro edure whi h does not require dynami renaming. Going
by the experien e with other solvable lasses, for example, Maslov's lass K [5,
14℄, where renaming is only ne essary when liftable ordering re nements are
used, one possibility for avoiding dynami renaming may be by using a re nement whi h is based on a non-liftable ordering. However, it would seem that the
problems des ribed in Se tion 6 are the same with non-liftable orderings. Even
if it turns out that there is a resolution de ision pro edure whi h does not use
separation, one ould imagine that the separation rule an have a favourable
impa t on the performan e of a theorem prover, for, with separation the size
of lauses an be kept small, whi h is generally desirable, and for uted logi
separation is a heap operation (Lemma 8).
As noted earlier, the splitting rule is not essential for the results of this paper.
The separation rule already fa ilitates some form of `weak splitting', be ause, if C
and D are variable disjoint and non-ground sub lauses of C _ D then separation
will repla e it by q _ C and :q _ D, where q is a new propositional symbol.
A loser resemblan e to the splitting rule an be a hieved by making q minimal
in q _ C and sele ting :q in :q _ D. Nevertheless, splitting has the advantage
that more redundan y elimination operations are possible, for example forward
subsumption.
The realisation of a pra ti al de ision pro edure for uted logi would require
a modest extension of one of the many available rst-order theorem provers whi h
are based on ordered resolution with an implementation of the separation rule.
Modern theorem provers su h as Spass [28℄ are equipped with a wide range of
simpli ation rules so that reasonable eÆ ien y ould be expe ted.
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